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ABSTRACT 

Intelligent Executive Guidance Agent for General Aviation Aircraft under Free Flight. 

(August 2002) 

Jie Rong, B. S. , Peking University 

Chair of Advisory Committee: Dr. John Vaiasek 

Conflict detection and resolution is a critical capability for the realization of free 

flight, a new concept of air traffic management that allows pilots to select their own flight 

paths and airspeeds m real time. A particularly demanding situation within this 

environment occurs when multiple traffic and weather conflicts anse simultaneously. A 

solution that forms the basis for this thesis is an agent based hierarchical system that 

attempts to provide optimal and conflict free flight path guidance in these multiple conflict 

situations. An mtelligent executive guidance agent, acting as a high-level arbitrator, 

receives guidance information from a previously designed lower-level weather agent and a 

traffic detection and collision avoidance agent. When the flight path guidance from the 

two-lower level agents conflicts, the executive agent arbitrates by considering the spatial 

and temporal characteristics of the conflictmg guidance. It classifies them as either tactical 

or strategic m nature, and then prioritizes them according to a pre-defined rule base of 

conflict pnonties. The arbitration function thus acts as a fuzzy controller, and gradually 

switches the guidance between the weather agent and traffic agent, providmg conflict free 

flight path guidance, as the aircraft flies m and out of dangerous regions. 

Results of test cases presented m the thesis demonstrate that the approach and 

algonthm can successfully resolve combined weather and traffic conflicts in real-time, 



subject to realistic imposed constraints. The severity of conflicting flight paths was 

managed within acceptable levels, and the ultimate recommended conflict free flight path is 

generally between those originally proposed by the weather and traffic agents. The 

algorithm does not exhibit any critical failures during cases tested, and proved robust and 

reliable. The proposed agent based hierarchical system, when integrated with a simplified 

flight management system coupled with a heading command and hold autopilot, offers an 

effective and reliable guidance and navigation system for generating safe, alternate flight 

paths in conflict situations. 
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I INTRODUCTION 

The current air traffic control (ATC) system is managed through air traffic radar 

surveillance, ground track, ground computation, and verbal communication between ground 

controller and pilot. Aircraft follow the flight paths requested from and assigned by ATC, 

and managed by a ground controller, who plays key role in maintaining the flight safety and 

providing potential conflict resolution. Though it remains a question if the annual air 

traffic rate will grow by three to five percent as expected for at least the next 15 years after 

September 11'", 2001, the current airspace architecture and management will still not be 

able to efficiently handle the rapid increase in air traffic volume. New advances in air- 

traffic management systems (ATMS) are necessary due to this increasing volume and 

complexity of air traffic, as well as the increasing demand for efficient air traffic control 

leading to decreased ground controllers' workload and reduced time and financial cost. 

Free Flight, also called user preferred traffic trajectories, is an innovative concept 

designed to enhance the safety and efficiency of the National Airspace System (NAS), It is 

regarded by many from the aviation community as the future of the air traffic management. 

Free flight may be simply defined as a safe and efficient flight operating capability 

under instrument flight rules (IFR), in which the pilot has the freedom to select his flight 

path and airspeed in real time. It moves the NAS from a centralized command-and-control 1 

system between pilots and air traffic controllers, to a distributed system that allows pilots, 

This thesis follows the style and format of Journal of Guidance, Control and Dynamics. 



whenever practical, to choose their own route and file a flight plan that follows the most 

efficient and economical route. Implementation of Free Flight, which offers benefits in 

system safety, capacity, and efficiency, is critical to advancing aviation by accommodating 

the nation's growing airspace needs. 

Besides retaining more autonomy in determining the flight trajectory, responsibility 

for aircraft separation safety rests increasingly with the pilot. Therefore, in the postulated 

free flight regime, ground controllers act only as supervisors and intervene only in 

exceptional cases. However, Free Flight also calls for limiting pilot flexibility in certain 

situations, so to ensure separation at high-traffic airports and in congested airspace, to 

prevent unauthorized entry into special use airspace, and for various safety related reasons. 

Free Flight will be used differently according to the situation. For example, in clear 

and uncrowded skies, pilots are able to take advantage of the full extent of Free Flight. On 

the other hand, the total flexibility of Free Flight may be restricted in air space with bad 

weather or high traffic density. 

1. 2 Conflict Detection and Resolution in Free Flight 

Practical realization of free flight relies greatly on increased digital data flow 

between aircraft and ground controllers, and with other aircraft in the immediate airspace. 

Ideally, all aircraft occupying a given airspace would share current information on their 

intent, the overall air traffic situation, weather conditions, and terrain variations. The 

current information would be sent to a Conflict Detection and Resolution (CD&R) 

algorithm, executing in an on-board aircraft computer. The CD' algorithm will first 



determine whether potential conflicts exist. Not only do conflicts here refer to other 

aircraft that may cause fatal collisions, but also to severe weather conditions and mountain 

peaks. 

All of the potential conflicts may be classified into three primary categories: 

weather, traffic and terrain. If certain conflicts are detected, the CDdtR algorithm is 

responsible for computing and providing optimal and conflict-free flight path guidance 

after processing all of the relevant information. Upon confirmation by the pilot, the aircraft 

would then fly along the prescribed conflict-free flight path, via guidance provided by a 

Flight Management System (FMS), with a coupled autopilot (A/P). The pilot acts as a 

supervisor and takes over and controls the aircraft manually only when necessary. 

Intervention from the ground controller is rare, and only occurs for potential conflicts that 

the pilot might have overlooked. In other situations, a pilot may query the ground 

controller to advise on a particular optimal flight path provided by the onboard computer. 

1. 3 Research Objectives 

In general, the overall research objective for this project is designing and 

implementing an aircraft conflict detection and resolution algorithm for General Aviation 

(GA) under Free Flight conditions. However, the algorithm is not restricted to GA aircraft, 

which is extensible for jets and commercial airlines without radical modification. 

Currently, the algorithm is only demonstrated for GA aircraft because we are lack of 

commercial transport model in the Engineering Flight Simulator, the primary evaluation 

instrument for the algorithm. 



Three specific tasks are proposed to be completed in this project, which are listed as 

following: 

Resolve trajectory guidance conflicts by implementing suitable guidance 
soflware architecture and requisite algorithms, with validation by real-time, 
fixed-base flight simulation, under Free Flight conditions, which is the key 
technology item for enabling individual aircrafl to compute and fly 

trajectories while simultaneously maintaining separation from other data- 

linked aircraft, from weather, and from terrain. This task is the primary 
research work for the author, and the accomplishment of this task requires 
the fulfillment of two other tasks described as following, which are carried 
out respectively by two colleagues of the author. 

Validate the conflict resolution guidance software using real-time, fixed- 
base flight simulation, specifically with regard to handling traffic restrictions 
for scenarios with multiple aircraft, which entails generating multiple traffic 
trajectories that are digitally communicated to the aircraft, according to the 

Automatic Dependent Surveillance Broadcast (ADS-B) format and 

scenarios. Mr. Surya Shandy is in charge of this research task. 

Validate the weather restrictions guidance software using real-time, fixed- 
base flight simulation, for conditions of squall line weather. Simulated radar 

intensity data for a moving line of thunderstorms will be generated, and this 

intensity data will be integrated into the existing moving map display, and 

into the existing simulator weather graphic, as seen from the cockpit. Miss 
Sangeeta Bokadia is in charge of this research task. 

This thesis describes in detail the design and implementation of an agent based 

hierarchical system. It proposes an algorithm for conflict detection and resolution, and 

provides optimal and conflict free flight path guidance in situations where more than one 

type of conflict exists. 



1. 4 Agent Based Hierarchy 

The proposed algorithm for aircraft conflict detection and resolution is a 

hierarchical agent based system, composed of several independent intelligent agents. 

Typical independent agents would be a weather agent, tragic agent etc. The overall 

structure of the agent based hierarchical system is shown in Figure 1. 1 for a two-agent 

system with a high level agent — the executive agent. 

Executive Agent 

I 

I Weather 

I Radar Data 
I 

I 

Ground 
Weather 

Service 

Weather 
Agent 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

Traffic 
Agent 

Other Traffic 

I 

I 

I 

ADS-B 

Other 
Weather Info. 

Flight 
Plan 

Info. 

ATC 
Radar 

Figure 1. 1 Overall Architecture of Agent Based Hierarchical System 



A weather agent detects severe weather conditions based on data received from 

onboard weather radars, meteorological satellites, and data-linked ground weather 

information services. Considering the weather restrictions, the weather agent computes an 

optimal flight path that ensures the safety of the aircraft. The traffic agent detects air traffic 

in the neighboring airspace and keeps the aircraft out of the protected zones of other 

aircraft. Current air traffic scenarios are communicated digitally between individual 

aircraft, as well as between pilots and ground controllers using the Automatic Dependent 

Surveillance Broadcast (ADS-B) message. Negotiation between pilots of aircraft in 

adjacent airspace is also necessary in acquiring the optimal flight trajectories. Besides the 

two agents described above, there should be a terrain agent, which is not shown in Figure 

1. 1, uses navigation data and a geological database to avoid Controlled Flight into Terrain 

(CFIT). Implementation of the terrain agent will be one of the future research tasks. 

Most of the current relevant researches of CDAR algorithms focus on either traffic 

or weather conflicts separately. Very little work has been done to date in dealing with the 

situation where more than one type of conflict occurs, individually and simultaneously. In 

the agent-based system, a high-level agent called the executive agent is responsible for 

solving the multi-conflict detection and resolution problem. The weather, traffic and terrain 

agents are assumed to be independent of each other, and make individual formulations of 

the flight paths required to avoid conflicts. Obviously, an arbitrator is needed since 

conflicts may arise between the flight paths generated by the different agents, which is 

especially true in cases of severe weather conditions with heavy air traffic, such as the 

terminal airspace near an airport during a storm. The intelligent executive guidance agent, 



acting as such a high-level arbitrator, receives guidance information from lower-level 

weather agent and traffic agents. By considering the spatial and temporal characteristics of 

the conflicting guidance, the executive agent classifies them as either tactical or strategic in 

nature, and then prioritizes them according to a pre-defined rule base of conflict priorities. 

The arbitration function thus acts as a fuzzy controller, and gradually switches the guidance 

between the weather agent and traffic agent, providing conflict free flight path guidance, as 

the aircraft flies in and out of dangerous regions. Therefore, the executive agent has the 

capacity and authority to recommend the ultimate flight guidance, and this feature requires 

it to possess intelligent characteristics such as reasoning, estimating, and decision-making. 

The agent system currently is designed for the GA aircraft, which nowadays are not 

commonly equipped with some routine devices on commercial airlines or private jets. 

However, the design for the agent system requires the aircraft at least be equipped with the 

following three on-board devices: one Doppler weather radar with range at least 40 miles, 

one ADS-B device and one FMS. As the agent system is designed for the future free flight, 

it is expected these advanced equipments will be common on GA aircraft as well in the near 

future. 



2 TECHNICAL BACKGROUND 

2. 1 Introduction 

This chapter will first introduce the concept of Knowledge-based control Then, 

three important techniques used in creating and implementing the hierarchical agent system 

are introduced: fuzzy logic, intelligent agents and hierarchical control systems. Finally, the 

concept of fuz~ hierarchical con(rol, which may be regarded as a combined technique of 

fuzzy logic and hierarchical control, will be briefly described as well. 

2. 2 Knowledge-Based Control 

Knowledge-based control, or so-called intelligent control, applies the artificial 

intelligence methods such as fuzzy logic, neural network or genetic algorithms to generate 

intelligent or expert controllers. ' These controllers address the need for robust control in 

dynamic systems, particularly those in which human operators are involved. Typical 

scenarios where knowledge-based controllers are useful are those in which decisions 

(controls) need to be taken based on large amounts of data exchanging. For example, in an 

aircraft cockpit under free flight conditions, a knowledge-based controller may monitor the 

data flow, process various type of information, alert pilots to emergences and even take 

corrective action, so that pilot workload may be drastically decreased and flight safety may 

be increased. Knowledge-based controllers have also been developed for the control of 

dynamic systems that operate in environments hostile to humans. 



Several AI methods can be used to produce intelligent controllers, of which expert 

systems; neural networks, genetic algorithms, and fuzzy logic are the more popular ones. 

The hierarchical agent system introduced in this thesis is actually the application of a fuzzy 

expert system to a conventional hierarchical control system. Of course, fuzzy logic should 

not be the only choice as the AI technology for the current research and some previous 

research has shown that application of fuzzy logic or neural network to the knowledge 

control may lead to the similar results. Selection of the fuzzy logic is mainly due to the 

successful previous applications of fuzzy logic to intelligent control problems, such as 

GAPATS research project. The design and implementation of the agent system will be 

described in detail in Chapter 3. 

2. 3 Fuzzy Logic 

Fuzzy Logic is a relatively new technology emerging from Fuzzy Set Theory 

attributed to Zadeh, which now has become a powerful technology applicable to technical 

fields such as control, information systems, pattern recognition, and decision support. 

Fuzzy logic is a departure from classical two-valued sets and logic. While classical 

two-valued logic uses strict binary decisions and assignments (true or false), fuzzy logic 

uses "soft" linguistic system variables (e. g. large; hot; tall) and a continuous range of truth- 

values in the closed interval [0, 1]. Fuzzy Logic may be regarded as a multi-valued logic 

that allows intermediate values to be defined between conventional evaluations like yes/no, 

true/false, black/white, etc. Notions like 'rather warm' or 'pretty cold' can be formulated 

mathematically and processed by computers. In this way, an attempt is made to apply a 



10 

more human-like way of thinking to the programming of algorithms. One of the main 

advantages of applying fuzzy logic to generate knowledge-based controllers is the smooth 

control surface. A smooth control surface is required in applications such as aircraft, 

subway trains, and elevators since passenger ride quality and comfort is a priority in the 

performance criteria. 

2. 3. 1 ~FF 1 

The basic notion of Fuzzy Logic is the fuzzy set. 9 

First, we introduce a conventional crisp set. A crisp set can be defined as a 

mapping from the elements of the Universe of Discourse to the two-elements set (0, 1}. 

Figure 2. 1 is an example of crisp subset A of all real numbers between 5 and 8. It is 

defined in a universe of discourse X of all the real numbers in the range between 0 and 10. 

Set A may be interpreted by its characteristic function as following, which assigns a value I 

or 0 to each element in interval [0, 10], 

1„(x) =l, xc A l„(x) =0, xe A (2. 1) 

0. 5 

5 8 

Figure 2. 1 Crisp Set A = [5, 8) 
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The elements assigned the value I means that the elements are in the set A, while 

the elements are not in the set A if they are assigned the value 0. Therefore, in the above 

example, the elements of X are either belonging or not belonging to crisp set A and no third 

option exists. 

A fuzzy set is one to which objects can belong to different degrees, called grades of 

membership or confidence. Similar to the crisp set, a fuzzy set B can be defined as a 

mapping between elements of the Universe of Discourse and values in the interval [0, 1]. 

Again, the number 1 assigned to an element signifies that it definitely belongs to the set B. 

The number 0 signifies that the element is definitely not in the set B. All other values mean 

a gradual membership to the set B. The mapping is often described as a function, for 

instance the Membership Function (MF) of B. Figure 2. 2 is an example of a fuzzy set B. 

For example, suppose set B defines a set of young people according to their age. 

Instead of constructing the set B with strict separation between young and not young, we 

could allow more flexible descriptions like he/she belongs a little bit more to the set of 

young people, or he/she belongs nearly not the set of young people. These descriptions can 

be displayed graphically in Figure 2. 2. As shown in this figure, a 25-year-old person would 

still be young to a degree of 50 percent according to the methodology. 
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Ps 

0. 5 . . 

20 25 30 

Figure 2. 2 Membership Function of fuzzy set B = (set of young people) 

Operations can be performed on fuzzy sets. Figures 2. 3- 2. 4 show examples of two 

fuzzy sets A and B. Figures 2. 5-2. 7 show some examples of the operations performed on 

the two sets. 

0. 5 

Figure 2. 3 MF of fuzzy set A 



pa 

0. 5 

Figure 2. 4 MF of fuzzy set B 

Union p„„D = p„vps v: MaximumOperator 

p~us 

0. 5 

4 5 

Figure 2. 5 Union Operation of fuzzy sets 



Intersection p, „e = p„r pe r, : Minimum Operator 

p~~s 

0. 5 

4 5 

Figure 2. 6 Intersection Operation of fuzzy sets 

Complement ps = I — p„ 

0. 5 

5 8 

Figure 2. 7 Complement (Negation) Operation of fuzzy set 
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2. 3. 2 Fuzz Ex ert S stems 

A Fuzzy Expert System is an expert system that uses a collection of fuzzy 

membership functions and fuzzy rules, instead of Boolean logic, to manipulate data. The 

set of fuzzy rules in a fuzzy expert system are called the Rule Base, or Knowledge Base. A 

fuzzy rule is usually of a form similar to the following: 

IF (certain specified patterns occur in the data) THEN (take the appropriate actions, 

including modifying old data or asserting new data) 

The left-hand side of the rule, the IF part, is technically called the Antecedent, and 

the right-hand side, the THEN part, is the Consequent. The antecedent of a fuzzy rule 

describes an elastic condition that can be satisfied to a certain degree. This is different 

from the antecedent of a conventional rule, which is a rigid condition that is either satisfied 

or dissatisfied. The consequent of a fuzzy rule depicts a conclusion that may be drawn 

when the condition is satisfied. It may be either a crisp consequent: 

IF. . . THEN y = a, where a is nonfuzzy numeric value or symbolic value 

or a fuzzy consequent: 

IF. . . THEN y is A, where A is a fuzzy set 

or a functional consequent: 

n 

IF xi is Ai AND IF xz is Az AND . . . IF x„ is A„THEN y = ap +pa, xx, , where 
~=I 

a, a„. . . , a„are constants. 

An example of a fuzzy rule is as following: 

If x is low andy is high then z is medium 
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where x and y are input variables and z is an output variable. I. ow, high and medi um are all 

fuzzy sets, each of which has a defined membership function. In the antecedent of this 

fuzzy rule, input variables x and y are assigned to some fuzzy values like low and high, 

instead of some precise and nonfuzzy value. 

If more than two input variables exist in the antecedent, Antecedent Operators 

should also be defined. Intersection (AND) and Union (OR) are the most common choices 

for antecedent operators. There are many ways to define these two operators, and the point 

wise "ProductlSum" and "Min/Max" are often used. Figure 2. 8 illustrates these four 

antecedent operators. 

M1(x) 

x 
Product AND 

ht 1( x) ~ M 2(. x) 

Sum OR 
M 1(x) + M 2(x ) 

M2(x) 

Min AND 
M)N(M)(x), M2(x)) 

Max OR 
MA. Y(M1(x), M 2(x)) 

Figure 2. 8 Antecedent Operators 
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The general inference procedure for constructing fuzzy experts systems consists of 

three steps: Fuz ification, Inference and Defuzzification. Figure 2. 9 illustrates the three 

steps in Inference Procedure. 

Under fuzzification, the membership functions of fuzzy values assigned to the input 

variables are applied to actual values of input variables, to determine the degree of truth 

(confidence) of each rule premise. 

I 
Crisp-to-Fuzzy 

P 
U FUZZIFY 

T 

Inference 

max-min, etc 

Membership functions Rule base 

0 
Fuzzy-to-Crisp 

T 

DEFUZZIF Y 
U 
T 

Max, average, 
centroid, singleton, etc 

Figure 2. 9 Inference Procedures 

Inference is subdivided into two steps. Generally, the first one is correlation, and 

the second is combination. 

Scaling Clipping 

M(x) 

M new(x) = a*M orig(x) M new(x) = MIN(a, M orig(x)) 

Figure 2. 10 Correlation Operators 
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During correlation, the confidence of the antecedent of each rule is computed, and 

applied to the consequent of each rule. Many kinds of operators exist for this step, and 

product correlation and minimum correlation are often used. In product correlation, the 

output membership function is scaled by the confidence of the antecedent of the rule 

(scaling). In minimum inference, the output membership function is clipped off at a height 

corresponding to confidence of the antecedent of the rule (clipping). The two operators are 

illustrated in Figure 2. 10. ' 

1 

a+b 

Additive Combination 

b 

0 
Cl(x) 

0 
X C(x) = Cl(x)+ C2(x) 

Maximum Combination 

C(x) = MAX(CI(x), C2(x)) 

Figure 2. 11 Combination Operators 

For combination, all of the fuzzy subsets assigned to each output variable are 

combined to form a single fuzzy subset for each output variable. Similar to correlation, 

many operators exist in this step also, among which maximum combination and summation 

combination are two often used. In maximum combination, the combined output fuzzy 
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subset is constructed by taking the point wise maximum over all of the fuzzy subsets 

assigned to variables by the inference rule. In summation combination, the combined 

output fuzzy set is constructed by taking the point wise sum over all of the fuzzy subsets 

assigned to the output variable by the inference rule. Figure 2. 11 illustrates these two 

operators. 10 

The final step is defuzzification, which is used to convert the fuzzy output set to a 

crisp number. Centroid and Mean of Maximum are two most common operators used in 

this step. In the centroid method, the crisp value of the output variable is calculated as the 

weighted average of a fuzzy set. The mean of maximum method calculates the average of 

all variable values with maximum membership degrees. 

2. 4 Intelligent Agents 

An agent is anything that can be viewed as perceiving its environment through 

sensors and acting upon that environment through effectors. " An agent may be 

constructed by making a mapping which specifies what action the agent should take in 

response to any given percept sequence. Agent programs are designed by implementing the 

agent mapping from percepts to actions, and require information either quantitative or 

qualitative on the possible percepts and actions of the agent, what goals or performance 

measure the agent is supposed to achieve, and what sort of environment it will operate in. 9 

This is called as the PAGE (Percepts, Actions, Goals, Environment) description. The 

following table is an example of a PAGE description of a medical diagnosis agent. 
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Table 2. 1 Example of PAGE description of a medical diagnosis agent 

Percepts Actions Goals Environment 

Medical diagnosis 
system 

Symptoms, 
findings 

Patients answers 

Questions, 
tests, 

treatments 

Healthy 
patient, 

minimize 
costs 

Patient, 
hospital 

Agents may be classified in several categories. Reflex agents respond immediately 

to percepts, goal-based agents act so that they will achieve their goal(s), and utility-based 

agents try to maximize the utility. The environment of an agent has properties of II 

different types, which may be distinguished as accessible vs. inaccessible, deterministic vs. 

nondeterministic, episodic vs, nonepisodic, static vs. dynamic, and discrete vs. conti&mous. 

All the agents developed in the current research may be categorized among goal-based 

agents as they have clear objectives to avoid specific types of conflicts and at the same 

time, they possess capacities to generate certain plans to achieve these objectives. 

2. 5 Hierarchical Control Systems 

Utilizing the structure of hierarchical, multilevel systems, hierarchical control 

provides an efficient way to control large or complex systems. It examines parts of the 

system at different levels of abstraction and detail, and then organizes the sequence of tasks 

to be executed in a hierarchical way. 

The common characteristic in all sorts of hierarchical control systems is that the 

decision-making process of the overall system has been divided into several levels. There 

may be several decision-maker units in the structure, but not all of them directly access the 
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controllers. The other decision-maker units that define the tasks and coordinate the lower 

units are at a higher level in hierarchical structure. Just like the human decision point of 

view, since one person or one unit would not be able to make all of the decisions required 

to run a complex organization, it is quite reasonable to divide the decision making process 

into several levels. 

Generally, there are many levels in a hierarchical control system. Normally, the 

highest level of the hierarchical struture defines the tasks and coordinations, while the 

lowest level has direct access to the controllers. And within each layer of the strucuture, 

there are different control objectives handled by different controllers or operating 

procedures. There are lots of good reasons for organizing the control of large systems in a 

distributed hierarchy. Among these are: deeper understanding facilitated by the 

hierarchical structure, reduction in complexity of communication and computation, 

modularity and adaptability to change, robustness, and scalabity. ' 

2. 6 Fuzzy Hierarchical Control 

In this research, fuzzy logic has been utilized in developing intelligent hierarchical 

control systems. Within a hierarchical system, the higher levels handle the more abstract 

views of a problem and thus represent the information in a more qualitative form. The 

lower levels deal with quantitative information more efficiently. In addition, the higher 

levels depend more on heuristics while the lower levels depend more on differential 

algebraic formulations. In this sense, in a hierarchical intelligent control system, fuzzy 

logic may be best utilized for the high-level or supervisory functions. It may handle 
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knowledge represented as linguistic statements, obtained from human experts and 

containing soft, qualitative terms. Fuzzy If-Then rule-based systems are developed as well 

so that the rule-base systems the fuzzy controllers may perform tasks like estimating, 

arbitrating or decision-making, based on inference. 

The proposed agent-based system is a hierarchal system composed of two low-level 

agents and one high-level agent. All the three agents maybe regarded as intelligent as they 

are designed to cooperate with the pilot to perform some specific aviation tasks. 

Specifically, a fuzzy expert system is the primary technology utilized to implement the 

executive agent, and it is demonstrated to be an efficient method in realizing the necessary 

intelligent behaviors of executive agent, such as estimating, reasoning and decision- 

making. Implementation of the agent-based system will be introduced in detail in the next 

few chapters. 
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3 HIERARCHICAL AGENT BASED SYSTEM 

3. 1 Introduction 

This chapter details the design and implementation of the agent system. The 

weather and traffic agents are the primary components of the system, and both are 

introduced. The differences between the two agents are highlighted, as they play a critical 

role in selecting a sequential conflict resolution process. Finally, the executive agent is 

developed at length in this chapter. The executive agent is the highest-level component of 

the agent system, and its design and implementation is the primary objective of this 

research. 

3. 2 Weather Agent 

A weather agent detects severe weather conditions based on data received from 

onboard weather radars, meteorological satellites, and data-linked ground weather 

information services. Considering the weather restrictions, the weather agent computes an 

optimal flight path that ensures safe passage through the weather. Any destructive weather 

phenomenon is known as severe weather, while this term usually refers to localized storms. 

These weather conditions correspond to the localized regions of strong wind shear, violent 

updrafts and downdrafts and heavy downpours, like thunderstorms, microbursts, tornados 

and squall lines, which all can cause considerable damage to an aircraft. Since the 

currently designed weather agent concentrates mainly on thunderstorms and squall lines, 



the following sections briefly introduce both of these two weather conditions and their 

threats to the flight safety of an aircraft. 

3. 2. 1 Thunderstorm 

A thunderstorm is a convective storm accompamed by lightning, thunder, and a 

variety of weather such as locally heavy rain showers. hail, updrafts, downdrafts, and 

sudden temperature changes. Thunderstorms are typically towering clouds with anvil 
4 

shaped tops as seen in Figure 3. 1, and they travel from speeds near zero to 60 miles per 

hour . 
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A Sc[uali ltne is a. lute of thunderstorm cells as seen tn Figure 3. 2 tha'1 ts 

accompanied by a contimtous gust fmnt near its advancing edge. They are 12-50 miles 

wide and a few hundred to 1250 miles long. 
' 

Stmng gusty winds, rapid temperature dmp, 

heavy rain, thunder and lightning„and often hail and tornadoes usually accompany them. 

3. 2. 3 S nail Ltne Hazat'd to Aircraft 

Severe thundcrstorms pose great threat to the flight safety of an aircraFt, The 

hazards associated with the thunderstorms primarily arise fmm the turbulence. The violent 



updraft and downdraft of the turbulence may destroy aircraft or drive them to the ground. 

Some other hazards related to the thunderstorms are icing and lightening. Hence, the safest 

fltght path ls the otto that avoids the thunderstorm cells. Fltght through a thundetstomt cell 

and under a cluster of thunderstorms should be strictly avoided. 

3. 2. 4 Severe Weather Avoidance Al orithm 

Embedded within thc weather agent is a squall line detection and avoidance 

algorithm. In the cun'ent research, the A' search method with slight modification is the 

algorit~ used for the weather agent which takes radar images of the thundet'storms as 

inpuh and determines the safest path between the two points in the tlight with minimum 

detour' . Simulated Doppler weather radar data is currently used for the weather agent. 

0 
0 10 20 30 

Figure 3. 3 Simulated Radar Image of a Thunderstorm 



I'igure 3. 3 illustrates a simulalion of the radar miage of a thunderstorm provided by 

Doppler iveather radar. See the M. S thesis by Bokadia for complete details. ' 

3. 3 Traffic Agent 

The traffic agent detects air traffic in the neighboring airspace and keeps the aircraft 

out of the protected zones ot'other aircraft. A combmation of a knnv ledge based espert 

system and optimal control is utihzed in the traffic agent for the tral'lic conflict detection 

and resolution module'. The agent takes ADS-B state vectors of other aircraft in the 

immediate airspace as input, and provides traffic conflict detection and ivarnings. Safe 

airbnrnc separation betiveen aircraft is maintamed using protected and alert zones as 

illustrated in Figure 3 -I. An aircraft's protected cone surrounds the aircraft and should 

never overlay with another aircral't's protected rnne. The alert =one surrounds a larger area, 

and the aircraft can maneuver freely until its alert zone meets svith another alert zone. The 

size of the zones is determined by the aircraft's velocity. performance, communication, 

navigation and telecommunication equipmcnt. 

Protected Zone 

Alert Zone 

Figure 3. 4 Protected Zone and Alert Zone 
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Incorporated within the traffic agent are a traffic conflict detection module and a 

traffic conflict resolution module. The former seeks and detects all traffic within the alert 

zone, and passes the valid traffic information to the conflict detection module and traffic 

information display, 
' A traffic conflict is assumed to take place when the estimated flight 

trajectory of an objective aircraft passes through the protected zone of the subjective one. 

The traffic conflict calculation is based on the horizontal radius and height of the protected 

zone, and takes into account the aircrafl's flight zone, position, and flight mode for its 

calculation. If a conflict is detected, the traffic status and conflict information is passed to 

the resolution module and the pilot's display. The resolution module utilizes an expert 

system and optimal consol to determine the best maneuver to avoid the traffic, which may 

be selected from several available options like a turn maneuver, a climb maneuver or a 

combination of a turn and climb maneuver. A rule-based system was constructed to select 

the best available maneuver. 

For the expert system part of the traffic agent, knowledge and expertise of a pilot 

and ATC is required. Air traffic regulations and Instrument Flight Rules (IFR) should be 

properly included into its knowledge base, such that the expert system is technically sound 

and sufficiently complete. ' For the optimal control part, the selected trajectory is optimized 

using an objective function consisting of the delta magnitude of acceleration. 3 
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The primary constraint used for the optimization is the required separation between 

aircraft. There are some secondary constraints like aircraft states limitation, aircraft 

performance limitation and time to maneuver limitation. The optimizer applies a fixed step 3 

size 'Breadth First Search' setup, such that the solution obtained is minimum acceleration, 

and satisfies all of the active constraints imposed on the system. The reader is referred to 

the M. S. thesis by Shandy for complete details. 3 

3. 4 Integration of Weather Agent and Traffic Agent 

As two separate and independent agents, the weather agent and the traffic agent 

have inherently different characteristics, both spatially and temporally. For instance, a 

typical squall line covers a large airspace that may be more than hundreds of miles in length 

and tens of miles in width. In order to guide the aircraft past or through the squall line, a 

weather agent must recommend a new flight path with perhaps significant deviation from 

the original planned flight path. This can increase flight time and therefore increase fuel 

expenditure and cost. In comparison, the required en-route protected zone of an aircraft 

over United States airspace is quite small, having a radius of 2. 5 nautical miles and a height 

of 2000 ft (1000 ft below 29000 fl, 4000 II over oceanic airspace) 
' . The tr~ic agent 

therefore need only request small changes in airspeed, heading, or altitude to keep the 

aircraft out of the protected zones of other aircraft. For these reasons, the weather agent is 

conceptualized as being strategic in nature, while the traffic agent is considered tactical. 

Another difference between these two agents is related to how frequently weather or traffic 

conflicts might occur along the entire flight path of an aircraft. Though the pre-flight 
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weather is notoriously inaccurate and weather develops extremely rapidly, pilots must 

account for en-route weather conditions during pre-flight planning. Thus, opportunities for 

the aircraft to encounter unexpected severe weather condition during the flight are greatly 

decreased. Conversely, since traffic conflicts occur much more frequently and 

unexpectedly, especially in congested airspace near airports, the traffic agent is likely to be 

exercised much more often during a given flight. 

The different characteristics of the two agents are addressed in the design of the 

agent system. The general philosophy in the system design is solving the weather conflict 

(using the weather agent) and the traffic conflict (using the traffic agent) sequentially, 

which will be introduced in detail in the next section. Compared to parallel processing, 

sequential processing is a more intuitive choice, which directly addresses not only the 

simplicity of realization of the necessary fuzzy control systems, but also the different 

inherent characteristics of the two agents. However, it does not mean that the parallel 

processing has obvious disadvantages or is not suitable to the current problem, as by now 

little research has been done on the application of the parallel processing. 

3. 5 Sequential Conflict Resolution Process 

In Lass's M. S thesis [Ref. 14], a fuzzy system composed of dual experts with one 

arbitrator was established as part of the knowledge-based aircraft approach controller. 

Each expert was developed to meet a specified goal, one being to follow the flight plan and 

the other to keep the aircraft in a safe operating region. The arbitrator acted as a fuzzy 

controller and made the decision using a pre-defined rule base. It gradually switched the 
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controls from one expert to another expert, as the aircraft moved in and out of dangerous 

regions. A similar idea is adopted in creating the agent based hierarchical system, in which 

the executive agent plays a role similar to that of Lass's arbitrator. 

In the agent based system, weather conflicts should be solved first, since, (as 

mentioned in the previous section), weather conflicts in general cover a large area and 

require a large magnitude of deviation from the initial planned trajectory to avoid unsafe 

regions. A large trajectory deviation will result in a change in the future air traffic that 

might be encountered, since the path taken is different. Thus, traffic information should 

also be processed to reflect the path changes proposed by the weather agent. Note that 

traffic conflict detection calculations need to be re-evaluated for the proposed weather 

conflict-free trajectory. In addition to the large deviation required to avoid bad weather, 

such conflicts in general tend to be less dynamic but more persistent than traffic conflicts. 

Thus, based on the nature of the problem, generation of weather conflict-free trajectories is 

assigned as the first priority in the system. The traffic agent will utilize the proposed 

conflict-free path (if weather conflicts exist) to calculate the new guidance maneuver 

necessary to satisfy its own constraints. 

The sequential conflict resolution process also considers that the traffic agent 

operates far more frequently than the weather agent. Generally, the traffic agent is required 

to execute every five or ten seconds for a GA class aircrafl, while the weather agent may 
3 

execute only every one or two minutes. This means that during the interval between two 4 

consecutive executions of the weather agent, the traffic agent may have already run five 

times or more. 
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In the agent system, the traffic agent is engaged after the system finishes sequencing 

through the weather conflict avoidance tasks. The sequential prioritization of the weather 

agent and traffic agent is a method similar to the hybrid approach used in mobile robot 

navigation. The weather agent acts as a model-based planner to generate a flight path from 

an incomplete model of the environment where only weather conflicts exist, This flight 

path is then used by the traffic agent, which acts as a sensor-based controller to navigate the 

aircraft such that it follows the path while evading potential traffic conflicts to the aircraft. 

If the weather agent detects weather conflicts and issues a new flight path, the 

traffic information used by the CD&R module of the traffic agent will reflect this path 

change. However, a conflict still possibly arises between the two agents as the traffic agent 

performs the traffic CD&R calculation only from the perspective of current traffic 

information and disregards any weather conditions. In the sequential conflict resolution 

process, a conflict between the weather and traffic agents means: if the aircraft maintains 

the flight path recommended by the weather agent, it will encounter a traffic conflict. 

Meanwhile, a new traffic-conflict free path issued by the traffic agent to avoid this traffic 

conflict leads the aircraft towards the area of high thunderstorm intensity. Conflict between 

the two agents usually happens when the aircraft flies near the thunderstorm, or through a 

squall line. Therefore, in case both the weather and traffic agents detect potential conflicts 

and each of them provide an individual new flight path, the executive agent acts as an 

arbitrator, coordinating between the two agents and resolve the potential conflicts between 

them. A scheme for the executive agent to fuse the recommended paths from two agents is 

critical and is developed in section 3. 6. 
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Since the FAA prohibits General Aviation aircraft from flying through and above 

thunderstorms, the weather agent in its current form only recommend the motion in a two- 

dimensional horizontal plane. However, the traffic agent provides the avoidance behaviors 

in a three-dimensional plane. Conflicts between the weather and the traffic agents only 

possibly arise when both of them recommend horizontal flight path changes, and no 

conflict occurs when the traffic agent only issues a change in altitude. Therefore, in the 

current research, the executive agent is designed as a two dimensional agent and 

recommends resolution for the conflicts in the horizontal plane. 

3. 6 Executive Agent 

The executive agent is a fuzzy controller that acts as an arbitrator. It is composed of 

three internal modules: a weather conflict evaluation module, a traffic conflict evaluation 

module, a rule-based arbitrator and two auxiliary modules, as shown in Figure 3. 5. The 

primary inputs to the executive agent are the new waypoints on the flight paths that are 

recommended separately by the weather and the traffic agents, attempting to resolve the 

current weather and traffic conflicts. Other inputs include the latest information on weather 

conditions provided by a radar image, and the current traffic situation. 
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Figure 3. 5 The Executive Agent Structure 

At mentioned in Chapter I, the executive agent possesses certain intelligent 

attributes like reasoning, estimating and decision-making. In this research, this 

functionality is realized by applying one common fuzzy decision-making technique — fuzzy 

synthetic evaluation. The term synthetic is used to denote the process of evaluation 

whereby several individual elements and components of an evaluation are synthesized into 

an aggregate form; " The whole is a synthesis of the parts. 
' The term fuzzy indicates that 

the various elements are non-numeric and represented in terms of fuzzy variables. The 

synthetic evaluation performed by the executive agent on the overall conflict situation is 
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based on two components, the current weather condition and the current traffic scenario. 

The weather and the traffic conflict evaluation modules calculate respectively the severity 

of the weather, and traffic conflicts in terms of fuzzy terms such as "slight", "severe", etc. 

The qualitative values of weather and traffic conflicts are passed as inputs to the rule-based 

arbitrator that contains a Mamdani fuzzy rule inference system with 16 fuzzy rules. 

Weighing between the extent of the present weather and traffic conflicts, the arbitrator 

endeavors to avoid the potential collisions between the two agents. It controls the severity 

of both conflicts to an acceptable level and provides an optimal solution to resolve both 

severe traffic and weather conflicts. The output from the inference system will decide 

whether the aircraft should completely follow the traffic conflict I'ree flight trajectory 

provided by the traffic agent, or deviate from it and fly towards a new heading in case the 

recommended traffic conflict free path may encounter a significant weather conflict. It also 

needs to determine how much the deviation should be if it is the latter case. Thus, the 

design objective of the executive agent acting as an arbitrator and coordinator of low-level 

agents may be realized. Each component of the executive agent is described in detail in 

sections 3. 6. 1to 3. 6. 3. 

Choosing the membership function for the weather conflict, the traffic conflict and 

the necessary adjustments is a completely ad hoc procedure, which turns out to be the most 

difficult and time consuming work in the implementation of the executive agent. It is easy 

to define a set of fuzzy rules, but deciding the shapes making up the membership functions 

is much harder. The selection of the membership functions in this research is most based 

on intuition, instead of other sort of automated mechanism like neural network or generic 
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algorithm. For example, in the traffic conflict severity module, there is no well-founded 

reason for why choosing the linguistic values as described in the next section. The variable 

Traffic Conflict may be defined in may other ways as well. For example, None may be 

replaced by No as long as they have the similar syntax meaning and same membership 

functions, so may Slight be replaced by Small or other words. Furthermore, instead of four 

linguistic values, the variable "traffic conflict" may have three values, e. g. , None, Slight 

and Severe, or five values, e. g. , None, Slight, Middling, Severe and Fatal. However, after 

several times of trial, it shows that the number of the fuzzy values has no great effect on the 

system performance. In addition, the types of membership functions of these linguistic 

values need not be triangular as illustrated in Figure 3. 7. Other types that might also be 

used are trapezoid functions, or Gaussian functions. However, as long as the fuzzy values 

of the variable "traffic conflict" are defined in a reasonable way and the executive agent 

performs as desired, triangular function becomes a natural choice, as it is the simplest type 

at all. 

3. 6. 1 Traffic Conflict Severit 

The traffic conflict evaluation module determines the possibility of occurrence of 

traffic collisions with other aircraft and the severity of the traffic conflicts at the current 

moment. An important issue is determining the present severity of the traffic conflict, in 

the context of how far away the conflict point is to the current aircraft position, and how 

soon the collision will actually occur. Of course, the closer the two aircraft are, the more 

severe the traffic conflict is. The vertical and horizontal separation between one aircraft 
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and another are required to determine conflict severity and avoidance urgency. If the 

protected zones of two aircraft overlap at a moment when they are nearest to each other, a 

traffic collision is said to occur. 

As the executive agent is a 2-dimensional agent, the traffic conflict is only 

concerned in the horizontal plane. The quantitative value of the traffic conflict between 

any two aircraft may be simply defined as a function of the current distance between the 

two aircrafl, the radius of protected zone and alert zone as shown in formula (3. 1) 

Current Distance-2~R Protected Zone 

2*R Alert Zone 

if TF, & I, TF, = I (3 I) 

ifTF, &0, TF, =0 

From the above formula, the value of TF, becomes one when the current distance 

between two aircraft is less than the diameter of the protected zone, indicating that a traffic 

conflict occurs between the two aircraft horizontally. If more than one traffic conflict 

exists, then 

TF = MAX(TF, ) 
I 

(3. 2) 

which means the current overall severity of the traffic conflict is defined simply as the max 

among the traffic conflicts brought on by all of the bogey aircraft. 

The size of the protected zone set in the traffic conflict module is 1. 5 miles in 

radius, which already taken into account flight path tracking errors and positional errors 

caused by GPS inaccuracy. As described before, the radius of the alert zone is determined 
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by various factors. For simplicity, relative velocity between the two aircraft is the only 

factor considered in the current research and the radius of the alert zone is defined as 

follows: 

R Alert Zone = Relative Distance Difference/2+R Protected Zone (3. 3) 

where Relative Distance Difference implies the change of the distance between the two 

aircraft in one minute. The formula 1'3. 1) is rewritten as 

Current Distance-2 "R Protected Zone 

Relative Distance Difference+ 2" R Protected Zone 

ifTF, &1, TF, =1 (3 4) 

if TF, &0, TF, =0 

A B 

Protected Zone 

Figure 3. 6 Flying towards or Flying away 

Formula (3. 4) illustrates another important aspect in determining the traffic conflict, 

the rate of closure between approaching aircraft. As shown in Figure 3. 6, aircraft A is more 

of a threat to aircraft C than aircraft B, since it flies in a direction towards the protected 
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zone of C, while B is flying away from C. Therefore, even though both A and B may be 

equidistant from C at the current moment, aircraft A poses a more serious traffic conflict 

than aircraft B does. The difference of the distance between two aircrafl from moment to 

moment is used to measure the rate of closure. A rapidly decreasing distance between two 

aircraft toward each other indicates a severe traffic conflict. If the distance between two 

aircrafl decreases slowly or even if one aircraft flies away from another one, the probability 

of a traffic conflict is low. 

The value of TF is a quantitative number between 0 and 1 and it needs to be first 

fuzzified into a qualitative number before fed into any fuzzy inference system. A fuzzy 

variable Traffic Conflict Severity is defined, which is illustrated in Figure 3. 7. Its universes 

of discourse ranges from 0 to 1 and it has four linguistic values: Xone, Slight, Middling and 

Severe, which represent the different degrees of traffic conflict. 

1 None Slight Middling Severe 

0. 5 

Figure 3. 7 Membership Functions for Traffic Conflict Severity 
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The value of TF in formula 3. 2 is fed into the fuzzy variable Tr~ic Conflict, and its 

qualitative value may be obtained. For example, if TF is 0. 5, then the current Traffic 

Conflict is Slight to the degree of 0. 5 and Middling to the degree of 0. 5 as well. It is None 

or Severe to the degree of 0, which means it is neither None nor Severe. 

3. 6. 2 Weather Conflict Severit 

Similar to the n'affic conflict evaluation module, the weather conflict evaluation 

module determines current severity of the weather conflicts. It contains a simple fuzzy 

system deriving the qualitative value of the current order of weather conflict severity, 

illustrated in Figure 3. 8. The universes of discourse of linguistic variable Weather Conflict 

is set upon the thunderstorm intensity ranging from 0 dBZ to 30dBZ. It has four fuzzy 

values: None, Slight, Middling and Severe and membership functions for these linguistic 

terms are based upon the definition of the prohibited zone for aircraft in thunderstorms. In 

the weather agent, aircraft may not fly into area with thunderstorm intensity greater than 30 

dBZ. Therefore, the area with the thunderstorm intensity greater than 27 dBZ is considered 

to impose severe weather conflict. The input to the fuzzy system is the maximum storm 

intensity in the aircraft adjacent airspace. 
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None Sligh Middling Severe 

0. 5 

20 23 27 30 dBZ 

Figure 3. 8 Membership Functions for Weather Conflict Severity 

Besides determining the severity of the current weather conflict, another function of 

this module is calculating the safest or least weather conflict heading for the aircraft. As 

the executive agent executes every five second, (choice of the update rate is explained in 

Chapter 6), a forty second look-ahead horizon (looking eight steps forward), is a 

satisfactory provision for the calculation. This means the aircraft will pass through the area 

of least storm intensity in its adjacent airspace for at least the next forty seconds, if it flies 

along this Safest Heading. The zone of regard for determining such a heading is a fan 

shape originating from the current position of the aircraft. Its angle is the difference 

between the headings of the new waypoints provided respectively by the weather agent and 

the traffic agent. Its radius is generally set as the distance the aircraft may cover in the next 
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40 seconds with the current airspeed. An example of such area is shown as area 012 in 

figure 3. 9. 

N*tWP1p id d ~0 
by WX agent 

Conflicting 
Aircraft 

Thunderstorm 

Storm Intensity 
& 20 dBZ 

Storm Intensity 
& 30 dBZ 

Next WP2 provided by 
TX agent 

Storm Intensity 
& 40 dBZ 

Area for searching 
safest heading 

Figure 3. 9 Typical Weather and Traffic Conflict Scenario 

3. 6. 3 Rule-Based Arbitrator 

One fuzzy Mamdani rules-based inference system is established in the rule-based 

arbitrator, as illustrated in Table 3. 1. 
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Table 3. 1 Rules for Overall Conflict Inference System 

IF AND THEN 

Traffic Conflict 

None 

None 

None 

None 

Slight 

Slight 

Slight 

Slight 

Middling 

Middling 

Middling 

Middling 

Severe 

Severe 

Severe 

Severe 

Weather Conflict 

None 

Slight 

Middling 

Severe 

None 

Slight 

Middling 

Severe 

None 

Slight 

Middling 

Severe 

None 

Slight 

Middling 

Severe 

Adjustment 

No 

Small 

Big 

Radical 

No 

Small 

Moderate 

Huge 

No 

No 

No 

Moderate 

No 

No 

No 

Small 
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Small Moderate Big Huge Radical 

0. 5 

o. l 0. 4 0. 7 0. 9 I 

Figure 3. 10 Membership Functions for Adjustment 

The antecedent operator used in the inference procedures is the Min operator, and 

the correlation method and the defuzzification method are the Min and Mean of Maximum 

respectively. Fuzzy values of Traffic Conflict and Weather Conflict are input to the 

arbitrator from the traffic conflict evaluation module and the weather conflict evaluation 

module respectively. Adjustment is another fuzzy variable with six linguistics values: No, 

Small, Moderate, Big, Huge and Radical, as illustrated in Figure 3. 10. It implies how much 

the aircraft should deviate from the traffic conflict free flight path recommended by the 

traffic agent in case it passes through airspace with high thunderstorm intensity. The 

adjustment is intended to be great if the current weather conflict is serious while the current 

traffic conflict is small. In situations where both the weather conflict and traffic conflict are 

severe, resolving the traffic conflict should have higher priority than avoiding the weather 
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conflict, which means the adjustments should be moderate in these cases. However, in 

such extreme cases, an alert will be issued and displayed on the FMS interface. Thus, the 

pilot is notified of the dangerous situation and may choose to fly the aircraft manually if he 

only trust himself in these cases, though the agent system guarantees to provide a safe flight 

path. The adjustments should also be small if weather conflicts are not severe. The final 

output from the inference system, the defuzzified value of fuzzy variable Adjustment, is a 

real number, A, having value between 0 and 1. 

Another input to the arbitrator is the Safest Heading determined by the weather 

conflict evaluation module described in the previous section. The executive agent 

commands a new heading for the aircraft according to the following: 

cmdHDG = safestHDG*A+ (1 — A) * txHDG; 0&=A&=1 (3 3) 

where cmdHDG, safestHDG, txHDG denote the final commanded heading of the 

executive agent, the Safest Heading, and the heading towards the next waypoint 

recommended by the n'affic agent. Therefore, if Adjustment is equal to 0, the aircraft will 

follow the flight path towards the waypoint provided by the traffic agent. Otherwise, if 

Adjustment equals to one, the aircrafl will turn to the "safest heading". Except for these 

two extreme situations, the aircraft will generally change it's heading to a new one between 

the headings recommended by the Waffie agent and the "safest heading", according to the 

weighted average of (3. 3). 
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The above tactics employed by the executive agent to arbitrate and coordinate 

between lower level agents may be explained more clearly using an example. As illustrated 

in the previous Figure 3. 9, an aircraft originally flies along the flight path towards waypoint 

one, provided by the weather agent to avoid a thunderstorm on its left side. However, at 

some time the traffic agent detects a potential traffic conflict caused by another aircraft, and 

issues a new flight path towards waypoint two for the aircrafl to avoid this traffic conflict. 

The two flight paths are both sent to the executive agent for arbiuation. First, the executive 

agent finds that the flight path recommended by the traffic agent leads the aircraft to an area 

of higher thunderstorm intensity (Figure 3. 10), which means a potential conflict arises 

between the weather and traffic agents. Then, the executive agent calculates the current 

severity of weather and traffic conflicts. At the current moment the weather conflict is 

severe, since the aircraft is close to a thunderstorm, the traffic conflict is slight, as the 

bogey airer& is still far away. Therefore, instead of flying directly towards waypoint 2, 

the next waypoint recommended by the traffic agent, the executive agent reasons that the 

aircraft should fly along a new heading that may cross over the thunderstorm area of less 

intensity. So it searches for the safest heading within area 012, which may be towards 

waypoint one or not. Finally, it derives the defuzzified value of Adjustment based on the 

qualitative values of the current Weather and Traffic conflict, using the rule-based 

inference system in Table 3. 1. The final commanded heading is obtained using formula 

(3. 3). The Flight Management System and the autopilot system of the aircraft then guides 

the aircraft to turn and fly along the new heading until the executive agent runs again, and a 

newer heading is issued. 
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Besides the three primary modules, the executive agent also contains another two 

auxiliary ones. In the agent system, the traffic agent provides two traffic conflict free flight 

paths to the executive agent, one is the optimal one and the other is less optimal. The TC 

path selection module checks both of the paths. If it detects that the optimal one passes 

through the airspace with thunderstorm intensity more than 28 dBZ, from the two traffic 

conflict free flight paths, it chooses the one across the area with less thunderstorm intensity, 

which reduces the risk of increasing weather conflicts. The update frequencies for the 

weather and traffic agents are predefined, however, the agent controller module may call 

the weather and traffic agents when necessary. It activates the weather agent when the 

aircraft deviates from the weather conflict free flight path more than 2 miles, as it turns out 

to be waste of time and fuel to return to the old flight path instead of finding a new weather 

conflict free path from the current position. It activates the traffic agent when the speeds, 

headings or rates of climb of bogey aircraft change, which may give rise to new traffic 

conflicts. The evaluation of the agent system shows that introduction of the two auxiliary 

modules improves the performance of the whole agent system. 
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4 VALIDATION OF AGENT SYSTEM BY SIMULATION 

4. 1 Introduction 

Validation of the agent system by real-time, fixed-base simulation is an important 

task for this research project, and distinguishes it from other similar research in related 

fields. This chapter will introduce some necessary equipment and software for the 

validation of the agent system, describing the entire architecture of the integrated, enhanced 

flight simulation system that contains the existing and new modules. 

4. 2 General Aviation Pilot Advisor and Training System 

The General Aviation Pilot Advisor and Training System (GAPATS) is a 

computerized airborne expert system developed under a previous research project 

sponsored by NASA Langley Research Center. GAPATS uses fuzzy logic to infer the 

flight mode of an aircraft from sensed flight parameters. This inference, along with an 

embedded knowledge base and pilot inputs, is used to assess the pilot's flying performance, 

and recommendations are issued for pilot actions. Such a system improves safety by 7 

enhancing the pilot's situational awareness, and by reducing the cost and time required to 

achieve and to maintain pilot proficiency. Figure 4. 1 illustrates the modular layout of 

GAPATS and the interfaces between software components and hardware components. 

GAPATS is composed of several independent modules, which includes Navigation 

Module, Flight Mode Interpreter, Pilot Advisor, Head-Down Display, etc. The interface 

and integration of these different modules is designed around a central data object that is 
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used to coordinate the data communication between the different modules. This data object 

is illustrated in Figure 4. 2. Each module has exclusive write access to the values it is 

responsible for updating, and all modules have read access to all of the information in the 

data structure. 

~ oooo ~ 
Sensors snd GPS 

State Variables 
r 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

I- 

Nsvigalion 

Module 
Pilot Advisor +— 

On-Board PC 

Fight Planr' 

Clearances 

Head-Down 

Display 

Flight Control 

System 
Pilot 

Figure 4. 1 GAPATS Architecture 

The agent system is designed to take as much advantage as possible of the existing 

resources and capabilities provided by GAPATS. The GAPATS Navigation Module and 

Head Down Display are the two features most used for the agent system. The Navigation 

Module provides all of the information required to perform basic flight planning to the 
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destination, such as present position and direction, destination, ground speed, present time, 

etc. All of this capability is used by the agent system for detecting potential conflicts and 

computing conflict-free flight trajectories. The multi-function head down display (HDD) in 

GAPATS HDD is essential for proper functioning of the agent system, since its moving 

map can display radar images of squall lines, local traffic and collision warning messages, 

and the ultimate recommended conflict free flight path. As illustrated in Figure 4. 3, it is 

composed of a flat-panel screen and 12 buttons. In addition to displaying agent system 

data and information, the HDD also provides check-lists, weight and balance, flight 

planning, training, and in-flight navigation displays. Figure 4. 4 shows a moving map with 7 

a weather radar image indicating a squall line ahead of the aircraft. 

Nav/FD PA 

Sensors HUD 

Dat aObj ect 

GPS, 

Figure 4. 2 Data Object Interfaces 
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4. 3 Real-Time Engineering Plight Simulator 

Development and evaluation of the agent system is being conducted in the Texas 

ARM University Flight Simulation Laboratory (FSL), The centerpiece of the laboratory is 

ihe real-tinle, nonlinear, six degree-of-fi'eedom fixed base engineering flight simulator 

(EFS). It contains a cockpit with reconfigurable, multifunctional displays that can be 

rapidly rnochfled and tailored to fit individual pro]cot lleeds for a wide range of genelal 

aviation, commercial, and military cockpit displays. The EFS is currently capable of 16 

simulating three different aircraft: the Rockwell Commander 700„MODonneli-Douglas 

AV-8A Ilamer; and Northrop F-5A Freedom Fighter. Figure 4. 5 depicts a pilot 16 

operating the EFS, 

F igni'e 4, 5 Engnleerlng Fhght Sun ulatof Cockpit and Envn'onmcnt 



4. 3. 1 ~Cock it 

A refurbished T-37 cockpit serves as the cockpit of the EFS, with the tail section, 

existing wiring, wmgs, and hydrauhc lines of the original cockpit removed (Figure 4. 6). 

'l he cockpit includes both a traditional center force stick and a side-stick, facilitating the 

Figure 4. 6 Engineering Plight Simulator Cockpit 



4. 3, 2 Com utels and Platforfns 

The computational engine of the EFS is a Silicon Graphics Onyx Reahty II 

Graphics Workstation. It is a I. JNIX based system that has one R4400 processor chip with 

1268 of hard disk space and 256 MB RAM. The Onyx Reality 11 handles all Equations Of 

Motion calculation and scene gene~ation for the EFS. There are also three networked PCs 

in the lab that are responsible for driving the instrument displays, GPATS, head-down 

displays, and Soft Pilot/FMS Interface (SPIFI). Simulation synchronization across the 

tnultlple computers used for SIntulatlon ln the EFS ls accotnpllshed using a local network 

(Figure 4. 7). 

Figure 4. 7 Computers in thc FIigltt Simulation Laboratory 



4. 3. 3 ~En inecrin Fh ht Simulator Fli ht Visualization Environment 

The EFS is capable of generating an approximately 150 degree field of view for the 

fixed base cockpit, utilizing three overhead rack-mounted color projectors, and the outputs 

fmm the Multi-Channel Option. Figme 4. 8 shows the configuration of the flight 

visualization environment hardware used for the EFS. There are two computer monitors 

mounted inside the cockpit (Figure 4. 9). On the left side is a 15" CRT used for displaying 

the GAPATS Head Down Displav information, rlltven bv one of the PCs running the 

GAPATS software. The right hand side display is a 15" LCD capacitive touchscreen for 

use with SPiFI and other types of HDD, such as aircraft instruments. lt is driven by a PC 

runmttg SPiFl software (to be descrtberl, below), 

Figure 4. 8 Configuration ol'the Engineering Flight Simulator Flight Visualization 

Environment Hardware 



Figure 4. 9 LCA and Right Head Down Displays of the Engineering Fhght Simulator 

Cockpit 

4. 4 Commander 790 Autopilot 

The Commander 700 simulation model possesses a three axis autopilot (lateral axis, 

and directional axis) with gain scheduling according to three different flight phases: cruise, 

takeoff, and powe~ approach. 
' The configuration for each flight phase, along with the 

related stability derivatives, were obtained from Engineering Flight Simulator System 

Dcscrlptlon (Version El) [Rcf. 16]. An autopilot cornnland gcncratol' rlctcrltnltes 

applopl late Inputs to thc autopilot (step, laIBp„ctc) based on fhght phase and conf lguratlon, 

according to desired actions of the pilot. The mode functionality of the autopilot is 

displayed in Table 4. 1. 
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Table 4. 1 Autopilot Mode Functionality 

AUTOPILOT 

Pitch Axis Autopilot 

COMBINATIONS 

Altitude Command And Hold 
Altitude Command And Hold With 

Pitch Damper 
Pitch Attitude Command And Hold 

Pitch Attitude Command And Hold With 
Pitch Damper 
Pitch Damper 

Lateral Axis Autopilot Heading Command And Hold 

Heading Command And Hold With Roll 
Damper 

Roll Damper 

Directional Axis 
Autopilot 

Yaw Damper 
Turn Coordinator With Yaw Damper 

4. 5 Soft Pilot/Flight Management System Interface (SPiFI) 

SPiFI functions as the pilot interface to the Simplified Flight Management System 

(SFMS). The SFMS is avionics software developed in-house for the EFS. The modifier 

"Simplified" suggests that this version provides only the most basic coupled navigational 

functions for the autopilot. " SPiFI is designed and implemented using Centric Corporaton's 

Designer's Workbench (DWB), a complete 3-dimensional graphical modeling environment 

software packages. SPiFI is displayed on the right hand side head down display, where it is 

easily accessible from the co-pilot or navigator station (Figure 4. 10). Manual of SPiFI will 

be soon added to the documentations of Engineering Flight Simulator. 



Figure 4. 10 Operation of the Soft Pilot Fhght Management System lntet'face 

The GAPATS software module is interfaced to SPiFI within a data structure 

through the UDP protocol. The GAPATS PC is interfaced to the main simulation engine 

using the TCP/IP protocol. 

4. 6 l. user interface 

To satisfy the verification requirement of the current research, three primary user 

interface functlonalittes are requlrerl, each one is rlesctdhed in the suhsecttons as foHows. 



As showB ln Ftgure 4. 11, pilots tnav contt'ol the autoptlot vta the autoptlot tnput 

interface page. Pilots may engage or disengage the all autopilot f'unctions; input autopilot 

heading, pitch, and altitude commands; and engage or disengage individual dampers, and 

Instrument Landing System (ILS) and ilolding pattern functions. 



4. 6. 2 I'li ht Plannin In ut Interface 

As shovvn in Figure 4. 12, pilots control the flight plan via the flight planning input 

interface page. During preflight. , pilots input departure airport, Estimated Time of 

Departure (ETD), en-route tvaypoints, destination airport, and other flight plan information. 

During flight, pilots engage or disengage the tlight plan, and modify the en-rout v aypoints 

and the destination airport. Information such as natnes and locations of various vvaypoints, 

e. g. NDBs, VQRs, intersections and airporls, are provided by the Jeppesen navigation 

database. 

&/P ILP 



As shown in Figure 4. 13, pilots control the agent system via agent system control 

interface page. Pilots enable/disable the agent system, and select individual weather, traffic 

and executive agents or combinations of them. 

4. 7 Integrated Fhght Simulation and Agent System 

Figure 4. 14 sllows the softv;. ate architecture of the integrate(1 fhght slnmlatlon 

system consisting of the EFS and the 6APATS, SPiFI, and agent system. Since some of 
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the required resources, such as the navigation module and the HDD moving map display, 

already exist in the GAPATS system, the agent system was built upon GAPATS. The 

combined GAPATS/Agents system functions as a simplified Flight Management System 

(FMS), with SPiFI serving as the pilot interface to it. 

Figure 4. 15 shows the software connectivity architecture of the current flight 

simulation system, in which the dashed lines indicate data flow. In its present form, the 

flight simulation system allows a pilot to operate the simulator in two modes — manual 

mode and autonomous mode. In manual mode, the pilot controls the aircraft using standard 

pilot controls and instruments. In autonomous mode, the pilot allows the autopilot to 

control the aircraft. The pilot enables the autopilot with a switch located on the autopilot 

page on SPiFI, and inputs autopilot commands and flight plan information using the menus. 

Input data is transferred to GAPATS through a UDP connection, and after processing by 

GAPATS, the input information is transferred to the autopilot command generator. The 

command generator determines appropriate inputs to the autopilot (step, ramp, etc) based 

on flight phase and configuration, according to the input commands of the pilot. The 

autopilot then flies the aircraft according to the commanded positions or next waypoint on 

the flight plan. The agent system is only used in autonomous mode in conjunction with the 

autopilot, which flies the aircraft along the final conflict-free flight path recommended by 

the agent system. Either of two types of input data is issued by the agent system to the 

autopilot: one is the next waypoint on the conflict-free flight path recommended by either 

the weather or the traffic agent, and the other is the commanded heading issued by the 

executive agent. In the first case, the tracker module in the autopilot computes the course 
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towards the recommended waypoint and guides the aircraft along this course. In the second 

case, the commanded heading from the executive agent is sent directly to the command 

generator of the autopilot. Figure 4. 16 illustrates the data flow between various modules as 

depicted above. 
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Figure 4. 14 Integrated Flight Simulation Software Connectivity Architecture 



Figure 4. 15 Flight Sinudation System Computer Connection 
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Figure 4. 16 Pilot Command to Autopilot Data Plow 
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5 SOFTWARE IMPLEMENTATION 

5. 1 Introduction 

This chapter details the software implementation of the agent system, and is divided 

mto three paits the implementation of each individual agent, mtegration of the three 

individual agents into the agent system and integration ol the agent system with existing 

GAPA'I S software. The agent system sottv'are is developed on three IBVI-class personal 

computers in an object oriented programming em ironment 

5. 2 Implementing Agent System in C++ 

Borland C++ 5 was used to implement the agent system, since GAPATS is 

developed and ivritten in Borland C++. C++ is a typical object-oriented programming 

language (OOP) which groups data, and operations on data, into modular units called 

ob/ ecrs and combines these objects into structured networhs to forin a complete program In 

an OOP language„objects and object interactions are the basic elements nf design. An 

OOP language is an appropriate choice for a project being developed by a team of 

programmers. as the modularity forced upon individual programmers enhances softiuare 

quality control Another advantage of an OOP language is that each programmer may 

conduct the localized code modifications within a module that may then be reflected across 

the whole application 
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5. 3 Integration of Individual Agent Software within Agent System 

Table 5. 1 depicts the softyvare and hardware configurations of these development 

tools. 

Table 5. 1 Hardware/Software Configuration of Agent system development PCs 

Clock Rate 600 MHz (1 PC), 750MHz (1 PC). 800 ( I PC) 

Memory 128 MB (I PC), 256MB (2 PCs) 

Hard Disk Dine 
Capacity 

13 5GB(1 PC), 20AGB ( I PC), 2q 5 GB (1 PC) 

Operating System Windows 2000(1 PC): Windows NT (2 PCs) 

Compiler/Debugger 

Video Card 

Borland 5 C++ w/OWL (Object Window Library )/ 

ANSI/ISO Standard C++ l, ibrary 

All-In-Wonder video card with 32MB VRAM (I PC) 
32MB Viper 770 video card (2 PCs) 

Monitor VieyvSonic PF790 (I PC), ViewSonic 17 GS ( I PC), 
Micron 700 CX (I PC) 

The agent system softivare is composed of three agent modules, and three 

supporting modules (Figure 5. 1). The»euiber ruuur module functions similarly to an nn- 

board weather radar, providing simulated radar images of iveather and also other weather 

information required by the weather agent. The ADS'-B. svs(nn module emulates the ADS- 

B device employed on many aircraft. The module receives and transmits simulated ADS-B 

messages and collects other necessary traffic data. The . 48DataObj ec/ is a module that 

serves as the central depository for all data shared by the various modules in the agent 



system. To avoid forcing developers to write and modify parts ot onc large body of code, 

creation of an AgDataObject standardizes and isolates the data mterfaces between the 

various functional modules The word, "object, " refers to thc underlying programming 

method used, which is Object-Oriented programming. 
' 

1 unctionally. the AgDataOb~ect 

operates as a data commumcation sv;itch. routmg required data betv een the vanous 

modules and it helps facihtate a distributed, parallel implementation process. The structure 6 

and functionality of the AgDataObject is similar to that ol the DataObject used in 

CiAPATS 

ADS-B 
Data 

Weather 
Radar Data 

TX 
Agent 

WX 
Agent 

AgDataObject 

EX 
Agent 

Figure 5. 1 Data 1 losv within Agent System 
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The AgDataOb)ect is nnplemented as a C++ class and contains several data 

members of folloxvmg data types: 

Stormlntensity. Delines thunder storm intensity, which is used to generate the 

simulated squall lines and weather conflicts for the weather agent. 

RadarData. Defines iveather radar image data. which is used to generate 

simulated on-board weather radar image for the weather agent. 

WxAgentData' Defines output data from the weather agent, including the 

modilied. weather conflict free flight path calculated by the iveather agent 

AdsbData: Defines ADS-8 data, which is used to generate simulated air traf lie 

scenanns and traffic conflicts l'or the traffic agent. 

TxData: Defines output data from the traffic agent. including the moditied. 

traffic conflict free flight path calculated by the traffic agent. 

ExData Defines output data from the executive agent. including thc ultiniate, 

conflict free flight path calculated by the executive agent. 

GapatsData Defines necessary mformation provided by GAPATS, including 

GPS data, raw flight data, and aircraft controllers configuration data. 

The AgDataObject also contains several function members that may be divided into 

two categories: data assessors, and data depositors. The former is used to obtain the data 

stored in the AgDataObject, and the latter is used to update the data For example, the 

current Stnrmlntensity data saved in AgDataOb)ect is returned by calling the function 

storinDu(n0 and is renewed by calling the function. Se(Du)u('inirmlntenstry *data). 
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5. 4 Integration of Agent System Software with GAPAT 

As descnbed in Chapter 4, the agent system is integrated into GAPATS, Data 

communication between GAPATS and the agent system is iealizcd through connection of' 

DataObject and AgDataObject, illustrated m the Figure 5. 2. 

Navigation 
Module 

ADSB 
Data TX 

Agent 
WX 

Agent 

Weather 
Radar Data 

Dtob~ i ADtoti t 
from GAPATS 

I'igurc 5. ' Data Flow between GAPATS and Agent System 

There are several reasons for generating a nev AgDataOblect instead nl directly 

connecling the individual agents to the existing DataOblect. First. frnm a research point of 

the vieiv, though closely related to and requiring considerable data front GAPATS, the 

agent system is designed and developed as an independent system rather than a 

supplementat to the existmg GAPA l S system Second. frnm a software dci elopment point 

of view, considering the convenience of integration, creating a new AgDataObject is a 

better way than adding inore data structures to the existing huge and complicated 
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DataOibcct and in addition, it may guarantee a clear and neat sotlvvare structure. At last, 

constructing a separate AgDataObject is as well in the interest of the future maintenance 

and development of agent system 

1'hree new push buttons are added to the current GAPATS evecutive wmdotv 

Weather Agent button 

Traffic Agent button 

Executive Agent button, 

Head-down Diopfay 

Flight Data Recorder 

Data Viewer 

Flight Data File 

TCPttIP Communieationo 

Navrigation Module 

Flight Mode Interpreter 

Pilot Addio or 

VDP Communications 

V/cather Agent 

Tralfi e Agent 

Exeeutiwe Agent 

Figure 5, 3 GAPATS Executtve auth Agent System 
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The modified GAPATS executive window is shown in Figure 5. 3. Each of the three 

agents can be enabled or disabled by the user through the SPiFI interface. This 

functionality requires that GAPATS and SPif I run simultaneously. However, during the 

so('tware development stage of this research, enable/disable push buttons for each of thc 

three agents were added to the GAPATS executive v indoiv so that SPiFI does not need to 

be runniiig. This ntakes the softivare debugging process more convenient. 1hc modified 

GAPATS executive xvindow is shnxvn in I'igure 5. 4. 

For each agent, a simple timer algorithm is used to control its update rate As and 

example, the timer for the weather agent is 

if (wx run) 
I 
i 

w xagent-&Update(Jtagdata). 
wx run=0; 
wx start t = time(NULL), 

wx current t = time(NULL): 
if (difftimc(wx current t, wx start t)&= WXRUNNINGRATF) wx run = 1: 

where if wx run is equal to I, then the weather agent runs and updates the 

AgDataobject, which is denoted 'agdata" herc. Once thc update function of the weather 

agent is executing, wx run is inimediately set to 0, and thc cunent time is recorded m 

variable wx start t. Then, in each subsequent cycle of GAPATS. the difference betv een 

the current time and the last execution time of the weather agent is checl ed. Note that 

wx run is reset to I onh xvhen the the elapsed time exceeds the defined update rate of the 

weather agent, dcnotcd by WXRLiNNINGRATE here. Fmally, after a certain specified 
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period of ttme, the weather agent executes agatn, when wx run becomes 1. The timers for 

the other two agents are similarly implemented and the users as required can easily set the 

update rate for each agent. 



6 EXPERIMENT DESIGN 

6. 1 Introduction 

This chapter develops the test plans for evaluation of the executive agent m the real- 

time engineering flight simulator. It also descnbes the constraints and considerations to be 

taken into account in implementation and evaluation of the executive agent 

6. 2 Multi-Agent Simulation System 

The test cases designed for the evaluation of the executive agent should include 

both weather and traffic conflicts. Therefore, the simulated scenarios where one or several 

thunderstorms and aircraft conflicts concunently exist must be generated The test cases 

for the executive agenl. should be realistic such that the weather-constrained airspace is 

taken into account in the scenarios. In the test case scenarios for evaluating the traffic 

agent, several stntulated "bogey" aircral't are created and fly along their designated courses. 

In these scenarios. th» aircraft must maintain their headings and airspeeds, because the 

traffic agent algorithm only permits the subject aircraft to change its course ni avoid traffic 

conflicts. ' However, when thunderstorms are added into the test cases, how the simulated 

bogey aircraft are supposed to behave corresponding to the existence of a squall hne must 

be addressed. It makes no sense to permit these aircraft to maintain their original courses 

and ignore the existence of the squall lines while the sublect aircratt may not. Thus, the 

bogey aircraft should also undertake certain intelligent and reasonable reactions to the 



thunderstorms, v hich means the simulated flight paths for these bogey aircraft should be 

constrained to accessible regions only. 

A simple multi-agent simulation system (MASS) composed of all the simulated 

bogey aircraft is used to solve these problems Fach simulated bogey aircratt is regarded as 

one agent of this MASS. which possesses a weather agent similar to that currently 

implemented in the hierarchical agent svstcm. Using the MASS, reasonable test cases are 

created where all of the bogey aircraft have the capability to detect and resolve v "cather 

conflicts Consequently, the airspace between two thundcrstorms in a squall linc will 

become crowded ivith traffic as desired, as all of the bogey aircraft svill be guided by the 

weather agent to pass betiveen the thunderstorms. Therefore, in th» airspace between tivo 

thundcrstorms, the possibility of violating airborne safe separation increases, and traffic 

conflicts are more likely to occur ln concept, usage nf the MASS fulfills the purpose of 

providing realistic iveather avoidance behaviors for evaluating the executive agent. 

For reasonable test cases, not only sveather conflicts but also safe separation 

assurance between any two of the bogey aircraft should be considered For simplicitv, this 

aspect is not addressed m the current research. However. the MASS may be extended in 

future research, such that each bogey aircraft has the ability to solve traffic CDAR 

problems as well. Full development ot the MASS is one nf the pnmary tasks for future 

research 
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6. 3 Test Matrix and Conditions 

Different from the test cases for the weather and the traffic agent, which are 

developed both in Matlab and C++, those for the vvhnle agent system arc only written in 

Borland C++ and implemented directly in real-time simulator. A test case will be regarded 

as successful if nnne of thc constraints in Sectinn 6. 3. '2 is violated 

6 3. 1 Test Considerations 

The primary objective of' runmng the test cases is to exanune the leasibility, 

effectiveness and efficiency of the agent system. Therefnre, the tirsf. item to be examined 

of the test results is if th» agent system provides an alternate route at all in case conflicts 

exisf. Next is whether the flight path suggested by the agent s)stem endeavors to avoid 

both the weather and the traffic conflicts 

6. 3. 2 Constraints 

The new path must satisfy all of the constraints stated in 'lable 6. 1. These 

constraints should be similar to or the sum of those used foi evaluation nl' the independent 

iveather and traffic agents. Considering weather conflicts. on a radar iinagc. the yelloiv and 

red reginns should be avoided, nr m other words. the flight path of the aircral't should avoid 

regions of intensity greater than 30dBZ. The minimal horizontal and vertical distances of 

safe separation between two aiicraft are set according to the definition of the protected 

znne Considering the comfort of passengers and pilots. large„rapid and frequent heading 

changes are undesirable. However, in some extreme situations that contam both weather 

and traffic conflicts, ensunng the safety of the aircraft has a higher priority than ensuring 
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passengers conifort. Therefore, the constraints such as number of turns, segment length, 

heading change limitation, etc. can be relaxed, if desired. 

Table 6 I Test Cnnstramts 

Constraints Values 

I'hunderstorm Intensity to be avoided & 30 dlIZ 

Number of' Turns As low as possible 

Minimum horizontal distance ol separation assurance 3 nautical miles 

Minimum vertical distance of separation assurance 500 feet 

Mimmum distance trom thc inaccessible region 3 nautical miles 

6 3 3 U date Rate for Each A ent 

In the test cases for the weather agent, its update rate is set as no more than 20 

seconds for moving squall lines. Ilowever, 20 seconds update rate of the weather agent is 

unacceptable for the test cases of thc agent system. As mentioned in the Chapter 3, the 

agent system employs a sequential conflict resolution process, in which the traffic agent 

performs with regard to the &&cather conflict-free flight path provided by the xveather agent 

Rapid change of the neiv weather conflict-free path ivill cause the performance of the 

conflict detection and resolution module in thc traffic agent unstable and inaccurate 

Therefore, the update rate of the xveather agent is set as 1 minute in the case of the moving 
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thunderstorms. The update rate of thc traffic agent should be relatively small, so that it may 

handle the frequently changed traffic scenarios. It is set as 3 seconds in the test cases 

merely for the traffic agent, and 10 seconds m the test cases for the whole agent system, 3 

which accounts for the existence of' the executive agent. Acting as the arbitrator of the 

weather and traffic agents, the executive agent should update no less frequently than either 

of the 

ahorse 

two agents. and its update rate is set as 5 seconds The one mmute interval of 

the sveather agent and the 10 seconds mtcrval of the tratTic agent ive ample tinie for the 

executive agent to resolve the conflicts between the traffic agent and the weather agent, 

thereby facihtating integration v ith the other agents The mtcrval of 5 seconds of the 

execuuve agent provides sufficient time for it to complete the calculation of a new weather 

and traffic conflict free course. 

6. 3. 4 Simulated Radar Ima es 

The onboard radar for a general avial. ion aircraft has adjustable range and a 

horizontal scan angle of 100 degrees. As the update rate ol the weather agent is sct as 5 

minutes m the agent system, in order tn guarantee the detection and resolution of sveather 

conflict in most cases, in the algorithm. the radar range is set at 60 nautical miles It is one 

half longer than the radar range of 40 nautical miles set in the test cases for the v:cather 

agent. alone. 

6. 3, 5 Simulated Weather Condition and Traffic Scenarios 

Appropriate simulated weather condition and traf lie scenarios are created to fully 

examme the capacity of the agent si stem to solve the multiple conflicts. Initial positions of 



the thunderstorms and initial states ol' all the aircraft have been carel'ully selected so that all 

the aircraft may avoid the thunderstorms on the same side, and the subject aircralt may 

encounter the bogev aircraft near the thunderstorms. Sectioit 6 3. 6 details the selection ol' 

the test cases and creation of the simulated test scenarios. 

6. 3. 6 Data and Information In uts 

Table 6. 2 Data and Information Inputs for Agent System 

Input Variable 

Sub)ect Aircraft Current Position 

ilatitude, longitude) 

Subject Aircraft Current Heading 

Subject Aircraft Current Vertical Airspeed 

Sub)ect Aircraft Current Honznntal Airspeed 

Radar Data 

I)nits 

degrees 

degrees 

feet'scc 

knots 

dBZ 

Previous Waypoint 
(latitude, longitude) 

Current Waypoint 
[latitude, longitude) 
ADS-B Messages 
ldescribed in the following rows) 

Aircraft Identification 

degrees 

degrees 

Bogey Aircraft Current Positmn 

t latitude, longitude) 

Bogey Aircraft Current Headmg 

Bogey Aircraft Cunent Vertical Airspeed 

Bogey Aircralt Current Horizontal Airspeed 

degrees 

degrees 

feet)sec 

~ 

Knots 

The inputs to the ivcather and the traffic agent may be found m Bo) adia's thesis 

[Ref. 4] and Shandy's thesis [Ref. 3J respectively. The pnmary inputs tn the executive 
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agent are the new v'aypoints on the flight path that is iecommendcd separately by the 

weather and traffic agents. Other inputs include the latest information on weather 

conditions, which is pros ided by a radar image generated by the onboard radar, the current 

traf lie situation received bv the onboard ADS-B receiver. and the current states of the 

aircraft. Table 6. '2 descnbcs completely all the external inputs required for the agent 

s) slem, v hich excludes the internal mputs passed from one agent to another one. 

6 3 7 Selection ol'test cases 

In all test cases, the initial altitude and airspeed of aircraft are set as 3000ft and 160 

knots In the first tsvo cases, the agent system will be evaluated in situations svhere univ 

v, eathcr or traf lie conflicts exist In the tlurd case, the aircralt v;ill encounter one other 

"bogey" aircraft v:hen all ol'thc tsvo endeavor to avoid a stationary single thunderstorm that 

cuts both two aircraft's onginal flight paths The initial flight plan of the subject aircraft is 

from KCLL ICollege Station, TX) to VACT (Waco, TX), v, hile that ol' the bogey aircratl is 

from KACT to VCLL. In the forth case, there are a line of three thunderstorms moving at 

20 knots and a bogey aircraft. in which the two aircraft have thc same initial flight plans as 

in the third case and the squall line crosses tsvo aircraft's original fltght paths. The tifth 

case is similar to the forth one, except that the moving thunderstorms are at the speed ot 30 

knots. The sixth case is similar to the lifth one, except that there are two "bogey" aircraft. 

Table 6. 3 summaries all the test cases for thc evaluation of the agent system m the flight 

simulator 
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Table 6. 3 Test Matrices for hngineenng Flight Sunulator 

Test Case Description 

A line of thiee movmg thunderstorms movmg at the speed of 30 knots 

and crossing the original flight path 

I'our bogel aircrafl 

Single stationary thunderstorm k one bogey aircraft 

IV 

VI 

A line of three thunderstorms moving at the speed of 30 miles per hour, 

cutting the original flight path and one bogey aircraft 

A line of three thunderstorms moving at the speed of 30 miles per hour, 
' cuttmg the original flight path and one bogel aircralI 

A hne of three thunderstorms moving at the speed nt 30 miles per hour, 

crossing the onginal flight path and tvvo bogey aircraft 



7 FVALUATION OF THE AGENT SYSTEM 

7. 1 Introduction 

In this chapter. some expenment scenarios designed fnr the evaluation v ill be 

depicted and then the author will describe and analyze the evaluation results 

7. 2 Results from Real-time Engineering Flight Simulator 

The test cases fnr the evaluation of the agent system on the real-tinie EFS were 

discussed in Table 6. 3 In all test cases, the aircraft is flying from KCLI. (C«liege Statinn) 

to KCNW (Waco') As it is impossible to shnv, the whole t1ight here. in the follovving 

sections, copies of the left Head Dnivn Display at some critical points in the flight 

illustrates the results I'nr all of thc cases and shows the performance of the agent system 

Note that ui all the figures, the brovvn line shows the straight-line path from the previous 

vvavpomt ii c KCLLI of the aircraft to the current waypoint (i c KCNW). The alternate 

path generated by the agent system is shovvn in blue. 

7 2 I Case I — One Movin S uall Line 

In this case, a moving squall line was (nested nn the flight path betvveen KCLL and 

KCNW. vvith the speed of 30 knots and the course of 220 degree. Figurc 7 I to Figure 7. A 

shnvv thc position of aircraft and storm at diffcrcnt points of the flight. along with the flight 

path generated by thc agent system. 



Figure 7. l Case I — (a) Aircraft Flied along a New Path to Avoid Squall Line 
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Figure 7. 3 Case l — (c) Aircraft Almost Flied out of the Squall Line 

Figure 7. 4 Case I — (d) Aircraft Returned to the Original Flight Path after thc Weather 
Conflict Was Resolved 



In this test case, the aircraft kept flying outstde the forbidden zone (with storln 

intensity greater than 30 dHZ) of the squall line. The result for this test case is similar to 

that in Ref. 4 for only the weather agent. 

7. 2. 2 Case H — Four Ho e Aircraft 

ln this case, the aircraft encountered four bogey aircraft, which Figure 7. 5 to Figure 

7. 7 show the posit. ton of aircraft and storm at dlffet'ent potnls of tire fhght, ahntg wtt11 the 

flight path generated by the agent system. 
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Figure 7. 5 Case ll — (a) Four Traffic Colhsions at the Beginning 



Figure 7. 6 Case H — (h) Aircraft Flied to a New Path to Avoid All Traffic Collisions 



In this test case, the aircraft kept flying outside the protected zones of the bogey 

aircraft. The result for this test case is siimilar to that in Ref. 3 for only the traffic agent, 

723 C IO — 0 St li . Th de t dO ~BAi 
In this case, a stationary thunderstorm was located on the Aight path behveen KCI. L 

and KCNW, lhe aircraft encounter'ed one bogey all'cralt that Aled towards KCLL and 

endeavored to avoid the same thunderstorm. As the thunderstorm was on the leA side of 

the aircraA, the agent system selected to avoid the coming bogey aircraA from the right side 

so that it would not be cornered by the thunderstorm and the bogey aircraA, Figure 7. 8 to 

Figure 7. 12 show the position of aircraft and storm at different points of the Aight, along 

with the Aight path generated by the agent system. 
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FlgllfC 7. 9 CBSC III — (b) AlfC1'Rf1 H1Cd $0 8 NCK PBtll tO AVOld 1l1C I hUBdCfS101m 
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Figure 7. 11 Case III — (d) Aircraft Approached to the Bogey Aircraft 

Figure 7. 12 Case III — (e) Aircraft Again Flied along the Weather Conflict Free Path after 
the Traffic Conflict Was Resolved 



7. 2. 4 Case IV — One Movin S ualhne with Low S eed and One Bo e Aircraft 

IB thts case, a Inovlng squall hnc with thl'cc thunclcrstol'Ins was located on thc tlight 

path between KCLL and KCNW, with the speed of 20 knots and the course of 220 degree. 

Thc aircraft encountered onc bogey alrclaft that fhcd towalds KCLl. and cnclcavolcd to fly 

between the two thunderstorms to avoid the same squall line. Figure 7, 13 to Figure 7, 17 

show the position of aircraft and storm at different points of the flight„along with the fhght 

path generated by the agent system. 



Figure 7. 14 Case IV — (b) Aircrah Flied along a New Path to Avoid the Squall Line 
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Figure 7. 15 Case IV — (c) The Agent System Issued a New Flight Path to Avoid the 
Cottung Bogey Atreraft and tlte Thtutderstorm at the Same Time 
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Figure 7, 17 Case IV — (e) Aircraft Again Flied along the %esther Conflict Free Path after 
the Trafftc Confhct Was Resolved 



7. 2. 5 Case V — One Movin g ualline with Hi h g eed and One Bo e Aircraft 

ln this case, 8 nrovlng squall linc with thrcc thundclstol'n'ls wBS located on thc fhght 

path between KCLI, and KCNXV„with the speed of 30 knots and the course of 220 degree. 

The aircraft encountered one bogey aircraA that Aied towards KCLL and tried to Ay 

between the two thunderstorms to avoid the same squall line. At first, the agent system 

issued a fhght path to avoid the bogey aircraft from the right side. Ilowever, as the 

thunderstorm was on the right side of the aircraA and it moved rapidly towards the aircraA, 

thc agent sy'stcnl soon discovered that thc origlnal flight pRth would lead thc Bnclaft Into 

the forbidden zone of thc BncrRft. I hcfcfol'c, thc agent systcln issued Bnothcl" fhght pRth to 

avoid the bogey aircraft from the left side, which, at the same time, reduced lhe risk of 

being trapped into the thunderstorm. Figure 7. 1g to Figure 7. 23 show the position of 

811'claft Bnd stol'nl at chffcrcnt points of thc fhght, along with thc flight pRth gcncratcd by 

the agent system. 
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Figure 7. l 9 Case V — (b) Aircraft Fhed along a New Path to Avoid the Squall Line 
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Figure 7. 20 Case V — lc) The Agent System issued a New Flight Path to Avoid the Coming 
Bogey Aircmft from the Right Side and the Thunderstorm at the Same fime 
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Figure 7. 2l Case V — (d) the Agent System Issued a New Flight Path to Avoid the Coming 
Bogey Aircraft from the Left Side 
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Figure 7. 22 Case V — (e) Aircraft Approached to the Bogey AircraA 



Figure 7, 23 Case V — (fl Aircraft Again Flied along the Weather Conflict Free Path after 
the Traffic Conflict Was Resolved 
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ln this case, a moving squall line with three thunderstorms was located on the flight 

path between KCI. L and KCNW, with the speed of 30 knots and the course of 220 degree. 

The aircraft encountclcd two bogey aircraft that flied towards KCLL and endeavored to fly 

between the two thunderstotms to avoid thc same squall line. During the flight, the agent 

system changed its fhght path to avoid the coming bogey aircraft I'rom the right side to the 

left, due to the same reason described in the previous section. Figure 7. 24 to Figure 7. 29 

show the position of aircraA and storm at different points of the flight, along with the flight 

path generated by the agent system. 



Figure 7. 24 Case VI — (a) Test Case Hegun 

Figure 7. 25 Case Vl — (b) Aircraft Flied along a New Path to Avoid the Squall Line 
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Figure 7. 26 Case VI — (e) The Agent System Issued a New Fhght Path to Avoid the 
Coming Bogey Aircraft from the Right Side and the Thunderstorm at the Same Time 
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Figure 7. 27 Case Vl -- (d) The Agent System Issued a New Fhght Path to Avoid the 
Coming Bogey Airerag from the Left Side 



Figure 7. 28 Case VI — (e) Aircraft Passed the 'I'wo Bogey Aircraft 
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The flight path recommended by the agent system in all the test cases shown above 

satisfied the constraints listed in Table 6. 1, which the aircraft avoided the forbidden areas of 

the squall line and protected zones of other aircraft. More test cases were run to testify the 

robustness of the agent system, which showed that the agent system failed to give 

resolution in one kind of extreme case. In this case, the aircraft was flying very closely to 

the dangerous area of the thunderstorms that are on its left side. Meanwhile, it was ready to 

pass a bogey aircraft that is on its right side. Without any expectation, the bogey aircraft 

made a sharp turn and flied towards the aircraft and the aircraft had to fly into the 

thunderstorm to avoid the bogey aircraft. In this case, both the traffic and weather conflict 

were violated at last. In the future research, the executive agent will be extended to a three 

dimensional agent. Therefore, in the extreme cases as described above, it may recommend 

a vertical maneuver to avoid the coming bogey aircraft while keep the aircraII out of the 

dangerous zone of the thunderstorm at the same time. 
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8 CONCLUSIONS 

An agent based hierarchical system was developed for conflict detection and 

resolution in a Free Flight environment. An intelligent executive guidance agent was 

developed as a high-level arbitrator to resolve multiple traffic and weather conflicts from 

lower level weather and traffic agents. Within the whole aircraft system, the agent-based 

system actually plays the role of advisor or consultant rather than an executive. The flight 

path it recommends must be examined and verified by the flight management system and 

confirmed by the pilot, since he is ultimately responsibility for ensuring the airborne safe 

separation required in Free Flight. Test cases consisting of simultaneous weather and 

traffic conflicts, in addition to individual weather and traffic conflicts, were used to 

exercise the combined agent based hierarchical system. Based on the results presented in 

this Thesis, the following conclusions are drawn: 

The concept of an intelligent agent based hierarchical system, composed of a high 
level executive intelligent agent, and lower level intelligent weather and traffic 
agents, has been shown to be an effective candidate for producing conflict-free 
flight path guidance in airspace subjected to co-existing individual weather and 
traffic conflicts. 

2. Sequential prioritization of co-existing weather and traffic conflicts according to a 
pre-defined fuzzy rule-base can successfully resolve conflicts of different spatial 
and temporal types (tactical and strategic). 

3. The executive intelligent agent demonstrated its capacity for detecting conflicts 
between the two lower-level agents, reasoning the severity and determining priority, 
and planning the resolution. These desirable characteristics are attributed to the 
fuzzy rule-based system approach used to develop the executive intelligent agent. 

4. The overall agent based hierarchical system appears to be a promising candidate for 
the resolution of multiple co-existing weather and traffic conflicts. When integrated 
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with a simplified flight management system coupled with a heading command and 
hold autopilot, it can provide safe and reliable alternate flight paths in conditions of 
severe weather and multiple traffic conflicts. 
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9 RECOMMENDATIONS 

The results and conclusions of this research indicate several areas in which the 

research can be extended: 

Trajectory Negotiation. In the current implementation, only the subject aircraft 
possesses the agent system and the capacity to detect and resolve the traffic 
conflicts. In situations where one or more bogey aircraft also possess conflict 
detection and resolution capabilities, coordination and cooperation between all 
neighboring aircraft in the local airspace is required to reach mutually acceptable 
global resolution of conflicts. For the situation of an agent system in each aircraft, 
negotiation with other aircraft can be handled by either adding a new agent or 
enhancing the current capacity of the executive agent. In fact, several aircraft 
involved with one or more conflicts may themselves be regarded as a multi-agent 
system, in which each aircraft may be thought of as an independent agent. 
However, this multi-agent system is fundamentally different from the hierarchical 
agent system developed in the thesis, since all of the agents are on the same level. 
A negotiation protocol is needed in this case to search for a multilaterally acceptable 
solution. 

Multi-Agent Simulation System (MASS). Further development of this research 
places a higher demand on validation of the method and experiment design. The 
Multi-Agent Simulation System introduced in Chapter 6 should be enhanced to 
create situations where the simulated bogey aircraft are more intelligent and 
reasonable, such that they have the same capacities of conflict detection and 
resolution as the subject aircraft. The ground air traffic controller, acting as high- 
level supervisor and coordinator, could be added into the Multi-Agent Simulation 
System as well. 

Soft Pilot/FMS Interface (SPiFI). The Agent System Page on SPiFI and the 
Moving Map on the HDD should be further developed to facilitate the interaction 
between the agent system and the pilot. More information about the present 
conflicts could be displayed to increase the pilots' situational awareness, and the 
resolved flight path recommended by the agent system could be displayed in an 
appropriate way to aid a pilot's judgment and verification. Additionally, whenever a 
pilot desires to disable the agent system and fly manually, the agent system should 
be disable immediately and gracefully without distraction or an increase in 
workload. 
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Weather Agent. To satisfy the requirements of a sequential conflict resolution 
process, the weather conflicts addressed in the current research were a-priori 
assumed to be large scale and relatively slow moving. However, there exist many 
other types of weather phenomena which are small, local, and rapidly changeable 
such as microbusts and localized thunderstorms. These weather conflicts should be 
considered as tactical instead of strategic, and resolved in the second step of the 
sequential conflict resolution process. Therefore, instead of always resolving 
weather conflicts first and traffic conflicts second, conflicts should be categorized as 
either strategic or tactical, Besides some large-scale weather conditions, the 
strategic conflicts may also be used to handle Special Usage Airspace (SUA), while 
tactical conflicts could include the localized weather phenomena, traffic conflicts, 
and terrain conflicts. 
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